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Detection Papers:  papers.ligo.org
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www.gw-openscience.org



Event List
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Available Data (varies somewhat with the event)

GW strain data     — also known as ℎ(𝑡)

Downloadable files for each published event

Bulk data releases from past observing runs

• Files downloadable from the web site

• Remote filesystem using CernVM-FS

Also available on gw-openscience.org : 

tutorials and recorded workshops showing 

ways to display and analyze strain data, etc.

Summary properties of each event

Masses, distance, spin parameters, etc.

Signal-to-noise ratios

Skymap (probabilistic localization)

• As FITS file containing HEALPix

Posterior samples from

parameter estimation (PE) analyses
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Bayesian Parameter Estimation

Repeatedly adjust the various physical parameters of the waveform model to 

see what fits the data from all detectors well – i.e., explore the parameter space
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Illustration by N. Cornish and T. Littenberg



Bayesian Parameter Estimation

With a suitable algorithm for using the calculated likelihood to control “jumps” to different points 

in parameter space, we accumulate a collection of “samples” distributed in proportion to the 

Bayesian probability density in the parameter space, given the data

Each “posterior sample” is a vector of parameter values, plus calculated log-likelihood

from pesummary.io import read

...

data = read(file_name)

samples_dict = data.samples_dict

posterior_samples = samples_dict['PrecessingSpinIMRHM']

parameters = sorted(list(posterior_samples.keys()))

print(parameters)

['Npts', 'a_1', 'a_2', 'chi_eff', 'chi_p', 'chirp_mass', 'chirp_mass_source', 'comoving_distance', 'cos_iota', 'cos_theta_jn', 

'cos_tilt_1', 'cos_tilt_2', 'dec', 'final_mass', 'final_mass_non_evolved', 'final_mass_source', 

'final_mass_source_non_evolved', 'final_spin', 'final_spin_non_evolved', 'geocent_time', 'inverted_mass_ratio', 'iota', 

'log_likelihood', 'luminosity_distance', 'mass_1', 'mass_1_source', 'mass_2', 'mass_2_source', 'mass_ratio', 'neff', 'p', 

'peak_luminosity', 'peak_luminosity_non_evolved', 'phase', 'phi_1', 'phi_12', 'phi_2', 'phi_jl', 'ps', 'psi', 'psiJ', 'ra', 

'radiated_energy', 'radiated_energy_non_evolved', 'redshift', 'spin_1x', 'spin_1y', 'spin_1z', 'spin_2x', 'spin_2y', 

'spin_2z', 'symmetric_mass_ratio', 'theta_jn', 'tilt_1', 'tilt_2', 'total_mass', 'total_mass_source']
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Example code snippet adapted from 

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P2000223/public

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P2000223/public


Why Posterior Samples Can Be Useful 

The parameters are all varied simultaneously, 

so you can investigate correlations 

and conditional distributions,

as well as apply different priors

Example from GW190425:

𝒎𝟏 versus 𝒎𝟐 with different priors on the

neutron star spins
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Abbott et al., ApJL 892, L3 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.01761

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.01761


But wait, there’s more!

Besides the event-focused data products in the GW Open Science Center,

we generally provide other data products specific to each published paper

in the LIGO Document Control Center (DCC)

dcc.ligo.org

However, the best way to find all the LIGO-Virgo result papers is via either 

papers.ligo.org or  www.ligo.org
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papers.ligo.org www.ligo.org
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The DCC records generally include 
paper-specific data products



Example 1

Sometimes, the “data behind the figures and tables” is attached as additional files
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Example 2

Other times, there is a separate, related DCC entry containing data products
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